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Urban poor remain a worry
forFMCGs; unlockbrings hope
VIVEAT SUSAN PINTO
Mumbai, 29 June

A

s the second wave of the pandemic
ebbs and the daily caseload falls,
the struggles of the urban poor have come into focus. Many have suffered
income and job losses after two successive
waves. The second wave, in particular, has
seen the poor being hit hard on account of
lack of medical and financial help.
For the fast-moving consumer goods
(FMCG) companies this has meant that an
important segment is under severe distress. To put things in perspective, urban
areas contribute 60-65 per cent to an
FMCG firms’ total sales. The rest 35-40 per
cent comes from rural areas, according to
market research agency NielsenIQ.
According to experts, half of urban sales or 30 per cent of total sales comes from
the urban poor, especially for food firms.
While home and personal care companies
get 20 per cent of their total sales or a third
of their urban sales from the urban poor.
Which is why the lack of policy measures
for the urban poor hit by the pandemic
has been concerning for companies.
“There are no social security or employment guarantee schemes for the
urban poor, which exists for the rural poor.
Last year, there was a major reverse migration of the poor in urban areas to their villages because of the disruption caused by
Covid. There is certainly some policy-level
support that is needed to help the urban
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poor,” Sunil Kataria, chief executive officer
(CEO), India & SAARC, Godrej Consumer
Products (GCPL), said.
NielsenIQ had indicated in May that it
was monitoring the drop in consumption
closely due to the pandemic across key
segments. The ~4.3-trillion FMCG market
had closed the March 2021 quarter with
an overall growth rate of 9.4 per cent.
But given how strong the second wave
was, said industry experts, the June
quarter may see a drop in FMCG growth
rate because of localised lockdowns
through April and May. The growth rate
for the April-June period, according to
industry estimates, is likely to be in the
region of 5-6 per cent, though the JulySeptember period may see a rebound,
touching levels of 10-15 per cent in terms

of FMCG growth rate.
Some senior executives say the unlock
process does hold hope for the urban poor,
since resumption of economic activity will
restore jobs and therefore incomes for
many. “I see the unlock process offering
some comfort for the poorer sections in
the urban areas. As businesses resume, the
requirement for people will grow, giving
some respite to the poor, many of whom
are daily wage earners. At the same time,
states such as in Maharashtra and Delhi
have announced welfare measures recently for the urban poor,” Mayank Shah,
senior category head, Parle Products, said.
Maharashtra, for instance, had announced a ~5,746-crore relief package for
the economically weaker sections of the
state in April, including providing free
food, grants to construction workers, rickshaw drivers, and pension scheme beneficiaries. Delhi announced free ration, education, and financial aid for the Covid
-affected in May and the Centre too announced distribution of free foodgrains to
the poor across the country till November.
Mohit Malhotra, CEO, Dabur India, said
FMCG companies may push more lowunit packs into areas dominated by the
urban poor. “Companies push small packs
into rural areas and large packs into urban
areas. But given the stress that the urban
poor have witnessed with two successive
Covid-19 waves, low-unit packs could be
pushed even more into areas where the
urban poor are dominant,” he said.

SIIappliesforEUnodviaAstraZeneca
SOHINI DAS

Mumbai, 29 June

Amid concern around visits to
Europe by individuals who took the jab of Serum Institute of
India (SII), company sources
have said SII has applied for
marketing authorisation before
the European Medicine Agency (EMA) through British
drugmaker AstraZeneca, its
vaccine partner.
So far, 287 million Covishield shots, single and double,
have been given in India, and
the company has exported

close to 70 million doses.
SII Chief Executive Officer
Adar Poonawalla said on Monday he had taken it up at the
“highest levels”. If European
Union (EU) restriction on
Covishield continues, at least a
few hundred million people
would face challenges entering
or travelling within the EU member states.
“We have applied for marketing authorisation to the
EMA through AstraZeneca. We
will not sell the vaccine in the
EU. But, since this is a technicality to ensure that those who

got Covishield shots gain entry
into the EU member countries,
we have applied for marketing
authorisation,” said a company
source, adding that the issue
should be resolved within a
month or so.
The person added Covishield was recognised by the
Medicines and Healthcare Products Regulatory Agency of the
UK, and SII has supplied this
vaccine to the UK and Canada
apart from low- and mediumincome countries (LMICs).
SII did not wish to divulge
more detail on the matter or

whether it had applied through
AstraZeneca. ANI quoted an
EU official saying, “… as of yesterday, the EMA stated that it
had not received a request for
approval. It will examine any
such request when received...”
Meanwhile, the African
Union Commission and the Africa Centres for Disease Control
and Prevention have urged the
European Commission to consider increasing mandatory
access to those vaccines deemed suitable for a global rollout through the EU-supported
COVAX Facility.

